The analytical model developed in the previous paper is applied to excitation of an axisymmetric fundamental wave on a fluid-fluid interface enclosed by a vertical cylinder. The excitation is caused by a forced vertical motion of the fluids relative to the stationary solid wall. Model analyses reproduced experimental results on the interface wave amplitude and phase relationship to the forced excitation. It is found that the deformation of the interface, that is primary mechanism exciting the wave, takes place only in a part of each cycle. In this time period the interface is hinged directly to the fluid-fluid-wall contact line of low mobility and hence the near-wall interface profile is subjected to deformation as a result of the forced fluid motion relative to the wall. For the rest of the cycle the interface is virtually untied from the wall due to the presence of a liquid film between the moving interface and the contact line, which can stretch or shrink without imposing additional forces on the moving interface. The fraction of the time period when the interface is hinged on the wall without intervention by the liquid film decreases as the excitation amplitude is increased, or the wave amplitude increases. The effective, cycle-averaged mobility of the interface, dependent on this time fraction, affects the natural frequency of the interface as well as the efficiency of wave excitation.
Interface Behavior between Two Fluids Vertically Oscillated in a Circular

Introduction
The natural frequency and the damping rate of waves on a fluid-fluid interface, bounded by a solid wall, are affected by the mobility of the fluid-fluid-wall contact line. The coupled behavior of the interface wave and the contact line has been investigated (1) - (3) and phenomenological models (4) (5) have been developed based on experimental observations. When the vertical wall bounding the interface is forced to oscillate cyclically in the vertical direction, or the fluids are excited vertically, the interface near the wall is deformed cyclically because the motion of the contact line generally lags behind that of the fluids away from the wall. The cyclic deformation of the interface, including cyclic changes in the fluid-fluid-wall contact angle, contributes to excitation of waves on the interface.
The boundary condition at the wall surface for an oscillating interface can be defined in terms of the contact angle θ and the velocity of the contact line relative to the wall, VCL. The two variables are interrelated by the mobility of the contact line: θ is more sensitive to VCL when the contact line has a lower mobility. The mobility of the contact line depends on the surface conditions as well as the combination of fluids and wall material. On an idealistically clean and uniform surface, θ will change monotonically with VCL. However, on ordinary surfaces including microscopic nonuniformities due to imperfections or contamination by foreign materials, the contact line tends to stick to such nonuniformities. This leads to the well known contact angle hysteresis phenomenon. The contact line, once stops at a certain position on the wall surface, remains stationary as long as θ stays within a certain range. The upper and lower limits of the range, the advancing angle θadv and the receding angle θrec, are dependent on the surface conditions and the combination of materials. The contact line at the boundary of an oscillating interface is therefore immobile if θrec <θ <θadv throughout the cycle, but moves, intermittently, if θ varies beyond the limits.
The mobility of a moving contact line depends, in addition, on the direction of motion if the two fluids have different wetting characteristics. The contact line is less mobile in the direction where the more-wetting fluid than the other has to recede from the wall, being replaced by the less-wetting fluid, for the contact line to advance. When the contact line is challenged to move into this direction, more quickly than it can do, the consequence is squeezing of the more-wetting fluid into a thin (typically of the order of 0.1 mm), flat film attached to the wall surface, rather than scraping of it from the wall. (6) Once a film develops, the near-wall (but much farther than the film thickness) motion of the interface is no longer restricted by the mobility of the contact line, but only by the viscous-capillary flow at the connection between the curved interface and the flat film. The location of the connection is called the apparent contact line, and the angle made by the wall and the extrapolated interface profile at this location is called the apparent contact angle. The apparent contact line looks as if it slips freely on the wall, with a high mobility, because the apparent contact angle remains almost constant, irrespective of the changes in the moving velocity of the apparent contact line. The effective mobility of the contact line, as the boundary condition for an oscillatory interface, therefore, varies largely in each cycle, between nearly free slip and immobility, when the contact angle changes beyond the range of the hysteresis. The changes have to be considered in predicting wave excitation under such conditions. The present two-part paper concerns with the wave excitation on the interface between two immiscible fluids confined in a vertical cylinder. In the first report (7) , the relation between θ and VCL was modeled based on the results of quasi-steady state measurements conducted by driving fluids at a frequency considerably lower than the lowest natural frequency of the interface. This contact line model was then implemented into a numerical model for analysis of the time-dependent flow filed and interface profile. In the present second report, the effects of the contact line boundary conditions on wave excitation is discussed by analyzing an experiment where axisymmetrical fundamental wave was excited on the interface. The frequency response of the wave height and other quantities are discussed by introducing a parameter termed 'excitation duty factor', which is the fraction of time during which the interface is hinged directly on the actual contact line.
Nomenclature
Aex, Aint: Amplitudes of excitation and interface wave, respectively f , fn: Exciting and natural frequencies, respectively 
Analysis method and contact line modeling
Analyses were made by applying the numerical model developed in the first report (7) , to an experiment (6) conducted for the same system as studied in the first report. The system consisted of kerosene and water in stratification within a cylinder made of acrylic resin. The fluids were driven vertically, as shown in Fig. 1 , at frequencies close to the lowest natural frequency of the interface to excite axisymmetric, fundamental wave on the interface. The excitation frequency is several times higher than that in the first report. The flow field was calculated only for the lower fluid (water) using the single-layer approximation described in the first report. A cylindrical boundary-fitted coordinate (BFC) system was used at the cost of limiting the wave amplitude to keep the vertical displacement of the interface to be single valued at any lateral location. The calculational domain was a two-dimensional region covering the radius of the test section (28 mm) and a water depth of 75 mm. Non-uniform meshes, with finer resolution at the interface and the wall, were used. The mesh number was 42 in the radial and 75 in the vertical directions, with a typical minimum mesh size of 0.18 mm × 0.08 mm.
The contact line model, developed in the first report (7) , constitutes the boundary condition at the contact line, in terms of the relation between θ and VCL , for the calculation of the flow filed and the interface profile. The model takes into account the formation of a kerosene film shown in Fig. 2 that occurs when the near-wall fluids are forced to move into the upward direction, challenging the contact line to move in the same direction. The consequence is squeezing of kerosene into a thin, flat film, rather than immediate replacement by water. The upward motion of the contact line occurs only slowly. On the other hand, the end of the moving interface at the top of the kerosene film (termed the apparent contact line) moves much faster than the contact line, and looks as if it slips freely The contact line is allowed to start moving upward when θ reaches θadv, but its ascending speed is limited to 3.6 mm/s, based on quasi-steady state measurements (7) . The model judges a kerosene film to start forming when θ at the actual contact line exceeds θadv.
(2) Modeling of the apparent and actual contact lines accompanied by a kerosene film Once the numerical model judges that a kerosene film has emerged, it uses the relation between θ and VCL at the apparent contact line as the boundary condition, until the film vanishes. The model disregards the influence of the film, or the actual contact line, on the flow field or the interface profile. The apparent contact angle θ is assumed to be fixed at 140°, irrespective of the changes in the velocity of the apparent contact line, VCL, as observed in the quasi-steady state measurements (7) .
The model traces the elevation of the actual contact line, separately from the flow field calculation, by using the ascending speed of 3.6 mm/s of the actual contact line in water environment. The elevation of the actual contact line is compared at each time step with that of the apparent contact line, obtained from the flow filed calculation, to detect the merger of the two contact lines, or the disappearance of the kerosene film.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the relation between θ and VCL, provided by the two models described above, is nonlinear, particularly at VCL =0 due to the contact angle hysteresis and the branching into the actual and apparent contact lines. For VCL > 0, the contact angle is fixed at 140°. For VCL < 0, the contact angle is two valued since the apparent and the actual contact angles take different values for the same VCL: the apparent contact angle is still fixed at 140°, but the actual contact angle depends on VCL of the actual contact line according to Eq. (1). The actual contact angle steeply varies from 120° to 90° as VCL changes from 0 to −2 mm/s. This variation is as large as that by the contact angle hystresis (from 140° to 120°).
Analytical results and comparison with the experimental results
In Fig. 4 , the wave height and the wave phase angle at the center of the interface are plotted against the excitation frequency in comparison with the experimental results. The change in wave height is in agreement with experimental data for the whole range of frequency. The phase lag behind the forced fluid motion is predicted to be nearly zero for f Fig. 5 , where higher harmonics resulting from the nonlinearities are clearly seen. Figure 6 shows the variations of the contact line elevation and the contact angle in a single cycle of steady oscillation established after many cycles of excitation at f=2. 29 Hz, close to the frequency at which the wave height maximizes. The elevation is measured from the initial, static elevation of the center of the interface. The contact line elevation and the contact angle are those for the apparent contact line for the time period where a kerosene film is present on the wall surface.
From t=0.1 s to 0.32 s (vs. 0.28 s in the experiment) the interface is tied directly to the actual contact line, without intervention by a kerosene film. The actual contact line moves only little in this time period, but the contact angle decreases appreciably as the near-wall interface, hinged on the contact line, moves downward.
For the rest of the cycle, a kerosene film forms above the actual contact line. The apparent contact line at the top of the film moves upward and then downward, for a considerably larger distance than the actual contact line moves, but the apparent contact angle keeps almost a constant value.
The model analysis overpredicts the film-free time period where the interface is tied directly to the actual contact line. The contact angle in this time period is predicted to become less than θrec =120°, and the contact line to descend for a distance of 0.5 mm as θ becomes less than θrec. In the experiment, however, the actual contact line remains almost stationary in the corresponding time period because θ remains greater than, or equal to, θrec.
This difference is related to the overprediction of the phase lag, shown in Fig. 4 , at this excitation frequency of f =2.39 Hz. The phase lag enhances the near-wall deformation of the interface during the film-free time period. The interface wave profile at this frequency, shown in Fig. 7 , is approximately that of the axisymmetric fundamental mode; the vertical displacements at the center and the edge of the interface are in opposite phase. The two profiles shown in Fig. 7 correspond to the times at which the centerline elevation is at its top and bottom dead points, respectively. The interface is directly tied to the actual contact line at the former time, and is untied at the latter time. It is seen that the contact angle is Fig. 4 Frequency response of non-dimensional wave amplitude normalized by the excitation amplitude and wave phase angle at the center of interface. calculated to be smaller than the measured value and the near-wall interface profile to be more deformed than in the experiment at the time when the interface is directly tied to the actual contact line. On the other hand, much better agreement with experimental data is obtained at the time when the interface is untied from the actual contact line. Figure 8 depicts the time trends of the interface elevation and the contact angle predicted by the analysis, starting from the initiation of excitation at 2.34 Hz until the final state that was nearly steady. The amplitude takes an initial peak at t= 3 s and then decreases and increases reaching asymptotically to ~6 mm.
The growth of the wave height is apparently determined by the excitation and damping. The beat seen in Fig. 8 suggests secondary effect due to the presence of the natural frequency (ca. 2.2 Hz) component together with the excited component at 2.34 Hz. Also, the changes in the wave height show clear correspondence to those in the elevation of the actual contact line. This suggests close relationship between the two variables.
The motion of the actual contact line is driven by the changes in the actual contact angle. The cycle-averaged contact angle increases continuously, from the initial static value of 90°. It remains lower than θrec of 120° for the entire cycle until t =1.5 s, causing a continuous descent of the contact line. After t=1.5 s, the maximum θ starts exceeding θrec, and hence the descent of the contact line becomes intermittent. The maximum θ increases further to reach θadv of 140° at t =2.5 s, causing an apparent contact line to emerge as a result of kerosene film formation. The apparent contact line travels over a larger distance than the actual contact line does.
The growth in the wave height causes the minimum value of the contact angle to become smaller, and thereby causes the actual contact line to descend. The descent of the actual contact line has a negative feedback effect on the wave growth, since it decreases the time fraction in which the near-wall interface, directly tied to the actual contact line, is deformed by the fluid-wall relative motion. It is therefore likely that the final, cycle-averaged elevation of the actual contact line is determined by the energy balance between the viscous dissipation and the work rate, independent of the initial elevation of the contact line. Indeed, the same final position of the actual contact line and the wave height were obtained by another analysis where the initial position of the actual contact line was taken at -5 mm, lower by 5.5 mm than the case of 
Discussion
As described in the previous section, the interface wave is excited by the cyclic deformation of the near-wall interface, as a result of the fluid-wall relative motion. The deformation takes place, in each cycle, only in a limited time period where the interface is directly tied to the actual contact line that is unaccompanied by a kerosene film. That is, the interface wave is excited only intermittently. The wave excitation characteristics may therefore be discussed with use of the excitation duty factor, given by the length of the film-free time period tff normalized by the cycle length τ, τ ξ
The value of ξ is determined by the mutual dependence among the cycle-averaged elevation of the actual contact line, and the wave height, as was seen in the temporal evolution of these variables in Fig. 8 , and the phase angle between the wave and the excitation. In what follows, the influence of ξ on wave excitation, and the dependence of ξ on the fluid excitation condition, are discussed based on analytical results. Figure 9 shows the influence of ξ on steady-state wave height for a fixed excitation frequency of 2.34 Hz and a fixed excitation amplitude of 1.4 mm. The value of ξ is controlled by forcing the actual contact line to be stationary at an appropriate elevation. As ξ is raised from zero to unity, the wave height increases from 0.3 to 8.4 mm. This demonstrates a significant influence of ξ on wave height. Figure 10 shows the frequency response of ξ calculated for the same condition as Fig.  4 . This figure shows that ξ is constant at unity for f < 2.2 Hz, but makes a step decrease to 0.5 at f = 2.2 Hz, followed by a gradual recovery.
The near-wall deformation of the interface during the film-free time period is determined by the fluid-wall relative motion near the actual contact line. This is dependent on the amplitude of fluid excitation relative to the wall, the wave height, the phase difference between the wave and the excitation, and the motion of the actual contact line on the wall surface. The motion of the actual contact line, however, may be neglected since its amplitude is considerably smaller than the excitation amplitude or the wave height. If we assume that the actual contact line is fixed on the wall, the interface profile ς in the film-free time period in each cycle can be written, with linear approximation, as
where Aint is the wave height, ζf the eigen function of the predominant mode that satisfies dζf (r) / dr |r = R = 0 (the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind for the present case),
Aex the excitation amplitude, φ the wave phase angle (at the center of the interface) relative to the excitation, and lc the capillary length (= g ρ σ ∆ / , σ : surface tension, ∆ρ : density difference between the upper and lower fluids). The exponential terms in Eq. (3) represent the deformation caused by the non-zero interface gradient at the wall surface.
The interface gradient at the wall surface is,
since dζf (r) / dr |r = R = 0 by definition. The two terms in the right hand side of Eq. (4) represent temporal oscillations that are out of phase by π+φ (note that ζf (R) <0). Figure 4 has shown that φ is nearly zero for f <2.2Hz. This means that the two terms above are almost completely out of phase. The maximum value of near-wall interface gradient dς /dr|r = R is limited such that θ < θadv and the excitation duty factor ξ is thus kept unity. The increase in the phase lag for f >2.2 Hz, where φ approaches −π (−180°), however, causes the two terms to become more and more in phase. This contributes to the increase in the amplitude of dς /dr|r = R to such magnitude that θ reaches θadv. The kerosene film is consequently formed and ξ becomes lower than unity.
The length of the film-free time period, where dς /dr|r = R varies with time, or the excitation duty factor ξ, changes with the condition of excitation as was shown in Fig. 10 . The sharp decrease in ξ at f=2.24 Hz, shown in Fig. 10 , has an influence to mitigate the discontinuous increase in wave height, shown in Fig. 4 , at that frequency. We have seen that the efficacy of fluid excitation for the deformation of near-wall interface is dependent on φ and ξ. The values of these variables are determined by the wave response to the interface deformation. The wave response is dependent on the difference between the excitation frequency and the natural frequency of the interface. The natural frequency of the excited interface is, however, dependent on the cycle-averaged mobility of the contact line, which may be represented by ξ. Figure 11 shows the relation between ξ and the natural frequency fn of free oscillation of the interface. This was calculated by forcing the actual contact line to be fixed at the initial elevation, which was changed parametrically. The analytical results show that fn increases with ξ, i.e., with an increase in the constraint of the interface motion on the wall surface, in qualitative agreement with linear analysis by Miles (9) . The shift in fn occurs due to the general increase in the cycle-averaged amplitudes of the higher eigen modes on the interface, caused by the interface deformation that is represented by the exponential terms in Eq. (3) (6) (9) .
In the present case, ξ is unity (and hence fn is 2.45 Hz) for f <2.24 Hz, while ξ drops to approximately 0.5 (and hence fn decreases to 2.28 Hz) for f >2.24 Hz. That is, the frequency ratio f /fn is less than 0.91 for f < 2.24Hz, but reaches 0.98 just above 2.24 Hz, where the wave height indicates a discontinuous increase when Present analysis Miles' model (9) Vol. 3, No. 5, 2008 the excitation frequency f is increased across that frequency. It is therefore known that the decrease in fn, associated with the decrease in ξ, has an influence to magnify the jump in wave height at 2.24 Hz. Since the decrease in ξ is caused, at least partially, by the increase in wave height, the change in ξ plays an important role in this unstable change of wave height.
The discontinuous change in the wave height is also observed when the excitation amplitude is gradually increased while keeping a constant excitation frequency close to fn. Figure 12 shows the changes in ξ and the wave phase angle with the excitation amplitude Aex at f=2.34 Hz. This frequency was chosen since, as described later, the natural frequency fn varies, with increase in Aex, crossing this frequency of 2.34 Hz. Figure 13 shows the actual and non-dimensionalized wave heights obtained for the same excitation condition as in Fig. 12 .
As shown in Fig. 12(a) , the value of ξ is unity for Aex less than 0.5 mm. This indicates that interface is always tied to the actual contact line. However, ξ drops to approximately 0.5 when Aex is increased beyond 0.5 mm. This change in ξ brings in a drop in the natural frequency fn from 2.45 Hz to 2.28 Hz, crossing the excitation frequency f of 2.34 Hz. The jump in the phase angle shown in Fig. 12(b) , from −20° to −120°, is characteristic to an increase in f/fn across unity, which occurs due to a decrease in fn in the case shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
The wave height, shown in Fig. 13(a) , increases monotonically as Aex is increased up to 0.7 mm, but starts decreasing gradually when Aex is increased further. The nonlinear dependence of the wave height on the excitation amplitude is seen more clearly when the wave height is non-dimensionalized by the excitation amplitude, as shown in Fig. 13(b) . The decrease in the wave height for Aex >0.7 mm is primarily contributed by the decrease in ξ shown in Fig. 12(a) . In this case, the decrease in ξ suppresses the interface wave through two mechanisms. The first is that, obviously, the net work done for wave excitation is reduced with the decrease in ξ. The other is that fn decreases to 2.25 Hz and less, as ξ decreases below 0.6, increasing the frequency ratio f/fn that has already exceeded unity.
Conclusions
The effect of the contact line boundary conditions on wave excitation was investigated numerically. The analysis method was first tested against an experiment (6) where contact lines. The latter appears intermittently, in a limited time period in each cycle of excitation, as a result of the formation of a liquid film on the wall surface above the actual contact line. The frequency response of the wave height and the wave phase angle were compared with the experimental results, and were discussed by introducing an excitation duty factor ξ, which is the fraction of the film-free time period in each cycle. The numerical method was then applied to investigation of the wave response to the changes in the excitation conditions. The primary observations and conclusions from the analyses are:
• The effective mobility of the contact line varies in each cycle between nearly free slip and immobility. This is consistent with the experimental results. The analyses also reproduced well the interface geometry, the wave height, and the phase lag in the experiment.
• The elevation of the actual contact line is determined at such position that the net work rate for wave excitation is in balance with the damping rate.
• The temporal change in the contact angle, the predominant wave excitation mechanism, takes place only in the film-free time period in each cycle, where the near-wall interface is directly hinged upon the actual contact line. The fraction of this time period in each cycle, the excitation duty factor ξ, makes an important indicator of the efficacy of wave excitation. This parameter is typically unity when both the excitation amplitude and the wave height are small, but shows a steep drop below unity when the wave height increases as a result of resonance with forced excitation.
• The wave height indicated a discontinuous increase, or a jump, both in the experiment and the analysis, when the excitation frequency was raised beyond the natural frequency of the interface. The jump is induced by the nonlinearity in the contact line motion as well as the nonlinearity in finite-amplitude wave motion. The magnitude of the jump was found to be affected by the variations in the natural frequency and in the net work rate, both associated with the change in ξ. The change in ξ, in turn, results from the changes in wave height and the wave phase angle. Such mutual dependence of the variables, including ξ, determines the response of an interface bounded by the contact line, when forced excitation of the interface results in nonlinear behavior of the contact line including intermittent formation of a liquid film on the wall surface.
